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Eat South Bound
SouthBound is your getaway in the heart of Charlotte.
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            	                    [image: Spice up your Tuesday with a Carintas taco 🌮🔥 Your taste buds will thank you, and your wallet will too with half-priced tacos and drink specials all... day... long🍹🤩   #tacotuesday #Charlottetacos #greensborotacos #drinkspecials #halfpricedtacos]
        
    



    
        
            The only decision you should have to make on a Sun
            	                    [image: The only decision you should have to make on a Sunday is what to order off of our brunch menu 🤤  Don't miss it, 11-3pm!   *Charlotte Only*]
        
    



    
        
            If you listen closely, you can hear the sound of a
            	                    [image: If you listen closely, you can hear the sound of a margarita calling your name—it must be Friday🍹🤷♀️]
        
    



    
        
            It’s #NationalBurritoDay! Take it as a sign to g
            	                    [image: It’s #NationalBurritoDay! Take it as a sign to grab life by the b-...... burritos 🌯🤭]
        
    



    
        
            Tuesdays are for tacos and taking a break from adu
            	                    [image: Tuesdays are for tacos and taking a break from adulting—Who's needs some taco therapy? 🌮💆♂️]
        
    



    
        
            Toasting to Easter with a twist! Hop into the fest
            	                    [image: Toasting to Easter with a twist! Hop into the festivities with a Bloody Mary – a blend of flavors that’s sure to kickstart your celebrations 🌶️ 🔥]
        
    



    
        
            *Slams laptop shut until Monday* 
Drop by for a co
            	                    [image: *Slams laptop shut until Monday*  Drop by for a cold one & start the weekend off right!🍻]
        
    



    
        
            Calling all tacoholics 👀🌮 
Join us this #Tac
            	                    [image: Calling all tacoholics 👀🌮  Join us this #TacoTuesday for half-priced tacos and live music from 7pm to 9pm! It's a fiesta you won't want to miss! 💃🎶  Who’s playin’: Charlotte: @drewholgatemusic  Greensboro: @nickdangerbranscome]
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